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X10 Tutorial Outline

X10 Programming Model and Overview (~30 minutes)

X10 Programming Language and Libraries (~60 minutes)

X10DT Overview and Demo (~45 minutes)

Lab Session I (~45 minutes)

(Lunch)

X10 Application Case Studies (~70 minutes)

Practical X10 Programming Tips (~20 minutes)

Summary and Questions (~15 minutes)

Lab Session II (~60 minutes)
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Tutorial Objectives

General knowledge of APGAS programming model and X10 
programming language

Detailed knowledge of fundamental X10 language 
constructs for concurrency and distribution

Exposure to core X10 class library APIs

Overview of X10 tooling and experience in using it

Teach effective programming in X10 via examples, case 
studies, practical tips, and hands-on lab sessions
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What is Partitioned Global Address 
Space (PGAS)?

Computation is performed in multiple 
places.
A place contains data that can be 
operated on remotely.
Data lives in the place it was created, 
for its lifetime.

A datum in one place may reference a 
datum in another place.
Data-structures (e.g. arrays) may be 
distributed across many places. 
Places may have different computational 
properties (e.g. PPE, SPE,GPU, …).

A place expresses locality.

Address Space

Shared Memory

 OpenMP

PGAS

UPC, CAF, Chapel, X10
Message passing 

MPI

Process/Thread
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Core X10 Programming Model

Storage classes:
 Activity-local
 Place-local
 Partitioned global
 Replicated

Locally Synchronous: 
Guaranteed coherence for 
local heap  sequential 
consistency

Global ly Asynchronous:
No ordering of inter-place 
activities  use explicit 
synchronization for coherence

PGAS:
Replicated Data
Local Heap
Remote Heap

Place = collection 
of resident activities 
and objects

Ordering Constraints (Memory Model)

Activity = sequential 
computation that runs 
at a place

Locality Rule:
Any access to an object 
must be performed by a 
local activity  remote 
data accesses can be 
performed by creating 
remote activities

Language Support for Replication of Values Across Places
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X10 Constructs

Fine grained concurrency

• async S

Atomicity

• atomic S

• when (c) S

Global data-structures

• points, regions, 
distributions, arrays

Place-shifting operations

• at (P) S

Ordering

• finish S

• clocked, next

Two basic ideas: Places and Asynchrony

Language Support for Replication of Values Across Places
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Hello Whole World
 
import x10.io.Console;

class HelloWholeWorld {
  public static def main(Array[String]) {
    finish for (p in Place.places()) {
      async at (p) 

Console.OUT.println("Hello World from place" +p.id);
    }
  }
}

(%1) x10c++ -o HelloWholeWorld -O HelloWholeWorld.x10 (%1) x10c++ -o HelloWholeWorld -O HelloWholeWorld.x10 

(%2)  runx10 -n 4 HelloWholeWorld(%2)  runx10 -n 4 HelloWholeWorld
Hello World from place 0Hello World from place 0
Hello World from place 2Hello World from place 2
Hello World from place 3Hello World from place 3
Hello World from place 1Hello World from place 1

(%3)(%3)
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Sequential MontyPi
import x10.io.Console;
import x10.util.Random;

class MontyPi {
  public static def main(args:Array[String](1)) {

val N = Int.parse(args(0));
val r = new Random();
var result:Double = 0;
for (1..N) {
val x = r.nextDouble();
val y = r.nextDouble();
if (x*x + y*y <= 1) result++;

}
val pi = 4*result/N;
Console.OUT.println(“The value of pi is “ + pi);

}
}
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Concurrent MontyPi
import x10.io.Console;
import x10.util.Random;

class MontyPi {
  public static def main(args:Array[String](1)) {

val N = Int.parse(args(0));
val P = Int.parse(args(1));
val result = new Cell[Double](0);
finish for (1..P) async {
val r = new Random();
var myResult:Double = 0;
for (1..N/P) {
val x = r.nextDouble();
val y = r.nextDouble();
if (x*x + y*y <= 1) myResult++;

}
atomic result() += myResult;

}
val pi = 4*(result())/N;
Console.OUT.println(“The value of pi is “ + pi);

}
}
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Distributed MontyPi
import x10.io.Console;
import x10.util.Random;

class MontyPi {
  public static def main(args:Array[String](1)) {

val N = Int.parse(args(0));
val result = GlobalRef[Cell[Double]](new Cell[Double](0));
finish for (p in Place.places()) async at (p) {
val r = new Random();
var myResult:Double = 0;
for (1..N/Place.MAX_PLACES) {
val x = r.nextDouble(); 
val y = r.nextDouble();
if (x*x + y*y <= 1) myResult++;

}
val ans = myResult;
at (result) atomic result()() += ans;

}
val pi = 4*(result()())/N;
Console.OUT.println(“The value of pi is “ + pi);

}
}
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X10 Project

X10 is an open source project (http://x10-lang.org)
– Released under Eclipse Public License (EPL) v1

– Current Release: 2.1.0 (Oct 2010)

– SC Tutorial: 2.1.0.1 (2.1.1 dev. stream)

• X10DT significant new features since 2.1.0

X10 Implementations
– C++ based

• Multi-process (one place per process; multi-node)

• Linux, AIX, MacOS, Cygwin, BlueGene

• x86, x86_64, PowerPC

– JVM based

• All places run in single JVM process (single node)

• Runs on any Java 5/Java 6 JVM

• Multi-JVM implementation expected for X10 2.1.1

http://x10-lang.org/
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X10 Compiler Front End and Common Optimizer

X10 Application Front End
AST-based optimizations

AST- Lowering

Java Back EndNative Back End

X10 AST

Java.cu

X10 AST

JVM

g++/xlC javac

BytecodeExecutable

XRX C++ Natives XRX Java Natives

X10RT/PGAS

Native Backend                Java Backend 

C++

CUDA

X10 Class Libs

X10 Compilation Tool Chain
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X10 Tutorial Outline
X10 Programming Model and Overview

X10 Programming Language and Libraries
Fundamentals
Support for Concurrency
Support for Distribution

X10DT Overview and Demo

Lab Session I 

(Lunch)

X10 Application Case Studies

Practical X10 Programming Tips

Summary and Questions

Lab Session II
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Overview of Features
 Many sequential features of Java 

inherited unchanged
 Classes (w/ single inheritance)

 Interfaces, (w/ multiple inheritance)
 Instance and static fields

 Constructors, (static) initializers
 Overloaded, over-rideable methods

 Garbage collection

 Familiar control structures, etc.

 Structs

 Closures

 Multi-dimensional & distributed arrays

Substantial extensions to the type system
Dependent types

Generic types

Function types

Type definitions, inference

Concurrency
Fine-grained concurrency: 

async S;

Atomicity and synchronization

atomic S; 

when (c) S;

Ordering 

finish S;

Distribution

GlobalRef[T]

at (p) S;
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Classes

Classes 
 Single inheritance, multiple interfaces
Static and instance methods
Static val fields
Instances fields may be val or var
Values of class types may be null
Heap allocated
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Structs

 User defined primitives
 No inheritance
May implement 

interfaces
All fields are val
All methods are final
Allocated “inline” in 

containing 
object/array/variable

Headerless

struct Complex {
  val real:Double;
  val img :Double;
  
  def this(r:Double, i:Double) {
    real = r; img = i;
  }

  def operator + (that:Complex) {
    return 
      Complex(real + that.real,
              img + that.img);
  }

  ....
}

 val x = new Array[Complex](1..10)
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Function Types

 (T1, T2, ..., Tn) => U

 type of functions that take 
arguments Ti and returns U

 If f: (T) => U and x: T

then invoke with f(x): U

 Function types can be used as 
an interface
Define apply method with 

the appropriate signature:

def apply(x:T): U

Closures
First-class functions

(x: T): U => e

used in array initializers:

new Array[int](5, (i:int) => i*i )

yields the array [ 0, 1, 4, 9, 16 ]

Operators
Int.+, Boolean.&, ...

sum = a.reduce(Int.+, 0)
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Generic Classes
 Classes and interfaces may 

have type parameters

 class ArrayList[T]
Defines a type constructor 

ArrayList
and a family of types 

ArrayList[Int], 
ArrayList[String], 
ArrayList[C], ...

 ArrayList[C]: as if ArrayList 
class is copied and C 
substituted for T

 Can instantiate on any type, 
including primitives (e.g., Int)

public final class ArrayList[T]  {
private var data:Array[T];
private var ptr:int = 0;

public def this(n:int) {
data = new Array[T](n);

}
….
public def addLast(elem:T) {

if (ptr == list.size) { …grow data… }
data(ptr++) = elem;

}

public def get(idx:int) {
if (idx < 0 || idx >= ptr) { throw …}
return data(idx);

}
}
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Dependent Types
 Classes have properties

public val instance fields
class Region(rank:Int, 

zeroBased:Boolean, 
rect:Boolean) { ... }

 Can constrain properties with 
a boolean expression
Region{rank==3}

 type of all regions with 
rank 3

Array[Int]{region==R}
 type of all arrays defined 

over region R
 R must be a constant or a 

final variable in scope at 
the type

Dependent types are checked 
statically.

Dependent types used to statically 
check locality properties 

Dependent types used heavily in 
Array library to check invariants

Dependent type system is 
extensible
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Type inference
 Field, local variable types 

inferred from initializer type
val x = 1;

 x has type int{self==1}

val y = 1..2;
 y has type 

Region{rank==1,rect}

 Method return types inferred 
from method body
def m() { ... return true ...
  return false ... }
m has return type Boolean

Loop index types inferred from 
region

R: Region{rank==2}

for (p in R) { ... }
p has type Point{rank==2}

Programming Tip:  Often important to not declare types of local vals.  

Enables type inference to compute the most precise possible type. 
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async

async S

 Creates a new child activity that 
executes statement S 

 Returns immediately

 S may reference variables in 
enclosing blocks

 Activities cannot be named

 Activity cannot be aborted or 
cancelled

Stmt ::=  async  Stmt

cf Cilk’s spawn

// Compute the Fibonacci
// sequence in parallel.
def fib(n:Int):Int {
if (n < 2) return 1; 
val f1:Int;

  val f2:Int;
finish { 
async f1 = fib(n-1);
f2 = fib(n-2);

}
return f1+f2;

}
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// Compute the Fibonacci
// sequence in parallel.
def fib(n:Int):Int {
if (n < 2) return 1; 
val f1:Int;

  val f2:Int;
finish { 
async f1 = fib(n-1);
f2 = fib(n-2);

}
return f1+f2;

}

finish

finish S

 Execute S, but wait until all (transitively) 
spawned asyncs have terminated. 

Rooted exception model

 Trap all exceptions thrown by spawned 
activities. 

 Throw an (aggregate) exception if any 
spawned async terminates abruptly.

 implicit finish at main activity

finish is useful for expressing 
“synchronous” operations on 
(local or) remote data.

Stmt ::=  finish  Stmt

cf Cilk’s sync
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// push data onto concurrent 
// list-stack
val node = new Node(data);
atomic {
node.next = head;
head = node; 

}

atomic
atomic S

 Execute statement S atomically

 Atomic blocks are conceptually 
executed in a serialized order with 
respect to all other atomic blocks: 
isolation and weak atomicity.

 An atomic block body (S) ...
must be nonblocking
must not create concurrent 

activities (sequential)
must not access remote data 

(local)
restrictions checked dynamically

// target defined in lexically
// enclosing scope.
atomic def CAS(old:Object,
               n:Object) {
if (target.equals(old)) {
target = n;
return true;

}
return false;

}

Stmt ::=  atomic  Statement
MethodModifier ::=  atomic
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when

when (E) S 

 Activity suspends until a state in
which the guard E is true. 

 In that state, S is executed atomically 
and in isolation.

 Guard E is a boolean expression
must be nonblocking
must not create concurrent 

activities (sequential)
must not access remote data 

(local)
must not have side-effects (const)

Stmt ::= WhenStmt
WhenStmt ::=  when  ( Expr ) Stmt
                      | WhenStmt  or  (Expr) Stmt

class OneBuffer {
var datum:Object = null;
var filled:Boolean = false;
def send(v:Object) { 
when ( !filled ) {
datum = v;
filled = true;

}
}
def receive():Object {
when ( filled ) {
val v = datum;
datum = null;
filled = false;
return v;

}
}

}
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Sequential Quicksort (1)
import x10.io.Console;
import x10.util.Random;

class QuickSort {
  public static def main(args:Array[String](1)) {
      val N = args.size>0 ? Int.parse(args(0)) : 100;
      val r = new x10.util.Random();
      val data = new Array[int](N, (int)=>r.nextInt(9999));

      qsort(data, 0, N-1);

      for ([i] in 0..N-1) {
          Console.OUT.print(data(i)); 
          if (i%10 == 9) {
            Console.OUT.println();

          } else {
              Console.OUT.print(", ");
          }
      }
      Console.OUT.println();
  }
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Sequential Quicksort (2)
 
static def qsort(data:Array[int](1), left:int, right:int) {

val index:int = partition(data, left, right);
if (left < index - 1)
qsort(data, left, index - 1);

if (index < right)
qsort(data, index, right);

}
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Sequential Quicksort (3)
private static def partition(data:Array[int](1), left:int, right:int){
var i:int = left;
var j:int = right;
var tmp:int;

  val pivot = data((left + right) / 2);

while (i <= j) {
while (data(i) < pivot) i++;
while (data(j) > pivot) j--;
if (i <= j) {
tmp = data(i);
data(i) = data(j);
data(j) = tmp;
i++;
j--;

}
}
return i;

}
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Parrallel Quicksort
 
static def qsort(data:Array[int](1), left:int, right:int) {

val index:int = partition(data, left, right);
if (left < index - 1)
qsort(data, left, index - 1);

if (index < right)
qsort(data, index, right);

}

 
static def qsort(data:Array[int](1), left:int, right:int) {

val index:int = partition(data, left, right);
finish {
if (left < index - 1)
async qsort(data, left, index - 1);

if (index < right)
qsort(data, index, right);

}
}
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at

at (p) S

 Execute statement S at place p

 Current activity is blocked until S 
completes

 Deep copy of local object graph 
to target place; the variables 
referenced from S define the 
roots of the graph to be copied. 

 GloablRef[T] used to create 
remote pointers across at 
boundaries

Stmt ::=  at (p)  Stmt

class C { 
var x:int;
def this(n:int) { x = n; }

}

// Increment remote counter
def inc(c:GlobalRef[C]) {
at (c.home) c().x++;

}

// Create GR of C
static def make(init:int) {
val c = new C(init);
return GlobalRef[C](c);

}
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Distributed Object Model

Objects live in a single place

Objects can only be accessed in the place where they live

Reachable object graph will be deeply copied at an “at boundary”

GlobalRef[T] enables cross-place pointers to be created

GlobalRef can be freely copied, but referent can only be accessed via the 
apply at its home place

public struct GlobalRef[T](home:Place){T<:Object} { 

public native def this(t:T):GlobalRef{self.home==here}; 

public native def apply(){here == this.home}:T; 

}
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Object Model Example (1)

x = 10

x = 20

x = 30

p

Place 1

val p = ….;

at (here.next()) {

p.x = 100;

}

x = 10

x = 20

x = 30

p

Place 2

x = 100

x = 20

x = 30

p

Place 2
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Example with Global Refs (1)

x = 10

x = 20

x = 30

p

Place 1

val p = ….;

at (here.next()) {

p.x = 100;

}

x = 10p

Place 2

x = 100p

Place 2
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Example with Global Refs (2)

x = 10

x = 20

x = 30

p

Place 1

val p = ….;

at (here.next()) {

p.x = 100;

at (p.ptr) p().x = 50;

}

x = 10p

Place 2

x = 50

x = 100p

Place 2
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Array and DistArray
 A Point is an element of an n-dimensional 

Cartesian space (n>=1) with integer-
valued coordinates e.g., [5], [1, 2], … 

 A Region is an ordered set of points, all 
of the same rank

 An Array maps every Point in its defining 
Region to a corresponding data element.

 Key operations

 creation

 apply/set (read/write elements)

 map, reduce, scan

 iteration, enhanced for loops

 copy

 A Dist (distribution) maps every Point 
in its Region to a Place

 A DistArray (distributed array) is 
defined over a Dist and maps every 
Point in its distribution to a 
corresponding data element.

 Data elements in the DistArray may 
only be accessed in their home 
location (the place to which the Dist 
maps their Point)

 Key operations similar to Array, but 
bulk operations (map, reduce, etc) 
are distributed operations

With the exception of Array literals ( [1, 2, 3] === new Array[int](3,(i:int)=>i+1) ), 
Array and DistArray are implemented completely as library classes in the 

x10.array package with no special compiler support.
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2D Heat Conduction Problem

Based on the 2D Partial Differential Equation (1), 2D 
Heat Conduction problem is similar to a 4-point 
stencil operation, as seen in (2):
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Because of the time steps, 
Typically, two grids are used
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Heat Transfer in Pictures

A:

1.0

n

n

Σ ÷  4

repeat until max 
change < ε
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Sequential Heat Transfer
 public class HeatTransfer_v0 {
    static val n = 3, epsilon = 1.0e-5;

static val BigD = [0..n+1, 0..n+1] as Region(2);
    static val D = [1..n, 1..n] as Region(2);
    static val LastRow = [0..0, 1..n] as Region(2);
    static val A = new Array[Double](BigD,(p:Point)=>{ 

LastRow.contains(p) ? 1.0 : 0.0 });
    static val Temp = new Array[Double](BigD,(p:Point(BigD.rank))=>{ A(p) });

    def stencil_1([x,y]:Point(2)): Double {
        return (A(x-1,y) + A(x+1,y) + A(x,y-1) + A(x,y+1)) / 4;
    }

    def run() {
        var delta:Double = 1.0;
        do {
            for (p in D) Temp(p) = stencil_1(p);

            delta = A.map[Double,Double](Temp, (x:Double,y:Double)=>
Math.abs(x-y)).reduce(Math.max.(Double,Double), 0.0);

            for (p in D) A(p) = Temp(p);
        } while (delta > epsilon);
    }
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Distributed Heat Transfer
public class HeatTransfer_v2 {
    static val n = 3, epsilon = 1.0e-5;

    static val BigD = Dist.makeBlock([0..n+1, 0..n+1], 0);
    static val D = BigD | ([1..n, 1..n] as Region);
    static val LastRow = [0..0, 1..n] as Region;
    static val A = DistArray.make[Double](BigD,(p:Point)=>

{ LastRow.contains(p) ? 1.0 : 0.0 });
    static val Temp = DistArray.make[Double](BigD);

    def run() {
        val D_Base = Dist.makeUnique(D.places());
        var delta:Double = 1.0;
        do {
            finish ateach (z in D_Base)
                for (p:Point(2) in D | here)
                    Temp(p) = stencil_1(p);

            delta = A.map(Temp, D.region, (x:Double,y:Double)=>
Math.abs(x-y)).reduce(Math.max.(Double,Double), 0.0);

            finish ateach (p in D) A(p) = Temp(p);
        } while (delta > epsilon);
    }
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Clocks: Motivation
 Activity coordination using finish is accomplished by checking for activity 

termination

 But in many cases activities have phases relationship and a “barrier”-like 
coordination is needed without waiting for activity termination
 The activities involved may be in the same place or in different places 

 Design clocks to offer determinate and deadlock-free coordination 
between a dynamically varying number of activities.

Activity 0 Activity 1 Activity 2 . . .

Phase 0

Phase 1

. . .
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Clocked Distributed Heat Transfer
public class HeatTransfer_v4 {
def run() {
val D_Base = Dist.makeUnique(D.places());
val diff = DistArray.make[Double](D_Base);

    val scratch = DistArray.make[Double](D_Base);
clocked finish {
for (p in D.places()) 
at (p) clocked async  {
  val z = here.id;

           do {
diff(z) = 0;
for (p:Point(2) in D | here) {
Temp(p) = stencil_1(p);
diff(z) = Math.max(diff(z), Math.abs(A(p) - Temp(p)));

}
next;
for (p:Point(2) in D | here) {

           A(p) = Temp(p);
}
reduceMax(z, diff, scratch);

} while (diff(z) > epsilon);
}

} }
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X10 Tutorial Outline

X10 Programming Model and Overview

X10 Programming Language and Libraries

X10DT Overview and Demo

Lab Session I 

(Lunch)

X10 Application Case Studies

Practical X10 Programming Tips

Summary and Questions

Lab Session II
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X10 Tools Overview
 What is X10DT?

 Eclipse Overview

 X10DT Overview
 Editing

Building

Launching

Debugging

Help

 Demo

 What’s next in X10DT
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X10 DT: Integrated Development Tools  
for the X10 Programmer

Building

Debugging

Editing

Help

A modern development environment for productive parallel programming

Source navigation, syntax 
highlighting, parsing 

errors, folding, 
hyperlinking, outline & 

quick outline, hover help, 
content assist, type 

hierarchy, format, search, 
call graph, quick fixes

Local and remote launch

- Java/C++ back-end 
support
- Remote target 
configuration 

X10 programmer guide

X10DT usage guide

Integrated 
parallel X10 

debugging Launching
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Eclipse Overview
What is Eclipse?

A vendor-neutral open-source development platform (Nov. 2001)

Focused on building extensible frameworks, tools and runtimes.

Plug-in based mechanism.

Why Eclipse as a base for X10DT?
Open-source infrastructure

Highly suitable for tool integration

Mature commercial-strength platform  
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Equinox

OSGI* framework implementation model
Equinox is one of the key implementations so far, others 

include Felix (Apache), Knopflerfish, mBedded Server, 
Concierge.

Eclipse community created the Equinox project in 2003
Now a standard for application lifecycle management, 

componentization and provisioning.

Provides the most fundamental Eclipse infrastructure
Plug-ins, known as Bundle (in OSGI terminology).

Bundles can be installed, started, stopped, updated and 
uninstalled in a running system.

Provide Extension Registry.

Secure mode to lookup services and access properties.
* OSGI = Open Source Gateway Initiative
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Eclipse Platform

Provides common facilities for tool building
Runtime in which plug-ins are loaded and executed

Portable user-interface libraries (SWT and JFace)

Workbench user interface

Project model for resource management

Automatic resource delta management for builders, editors, 
etc…

Text editor framework: syntax coloring, completions, etc…

Language-independent debug infrastructure

Dynamic update/install service

Integrated search facility

Generic team and compare support framework

And also Ant, CVS, Help system, etc…
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Popular Eclipse Plug-ins/Components

Java Development Tools (JDT)

Plug-in Development Environment (PDE)

C/C++ Development Tooling (CDT)

Parallel Tools Platform (PTP)

Test and Performance Tools Platform (TPTP)

Business Intelligence and Reporting Tools (BIRT)

Web Tools Platform (WTP)

Etc…

   See also: 
www.eclipse.org/projects/listofprojects.php

http://www.eclipse.org/projects/listofprojects.php
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X10DT Overview
Providing a modern integrated development environment for the 

X10 programmer

Editing

Building

Launching

Debugging

Help

Source navigation, syntax highlighting, parsing errors, 
folding, hyperlinking, outline & quick outline, hover help, 
content assist, type hierarchy, format, search, call 
graph, quick fixes

Java and C++ back-end support
Remote target configuration (C++ backend)

Local launch (C++ and Java backend)
Remote launch (C++ backend only)

X10 parallel debugger (C++ backend only)
Limited support of JDT debugging for Java backend

X10 Language Help
X10DT Usage Help
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X10 Editor plus a set of common IDE services
Source navigation 

Syntax highlighting

Parsing errors 

Folding

Hyperlinking 

Outline & quick outline

Hover help

Content assist

More services in progress:
Type hierarchy view

Format

Search

Call graph view

Quick fixes

Editing
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Editing 
Services

Outline view

Source folding

Hover help

Syntax 
highlighting
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Editing
Services (cont.)

Content-Assist  
(Ctrl-space)
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Editing
Services (cont.)

Early parsing 
errors
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Editing
Services (cont.)

Hyperlinking
(Ctrl – mouseclick)

opens up new window
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X10DT Builders

Support the two X10 
back-ends present at this 
time: Java and C++

Ability to switch 
back-ends from 
“Configure”context-menu 
in the Package Explorer view.
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X10 Builders (2) – C++ back-end

OpenMPI, MPICH2, 
Parallel Environment, 
IBM LoadLeveler.

Local vs Remote (SSH) Communication Interfaces 
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X10 Builders (3) – C++ back-end

Ability to customize compilation and 
linking for C++ generated files

Different sanity checks occur: SSH 
connection, compiler version, paths 
existence, etc…

Global validation available.
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X10 Launcher

Run As shortcuts for the current back-end selected

Dedicated X10
launch
configuration
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X10 Launcher (2)

Possibility to
tune 
communication
interface options
at launch-time

Number of Procs
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X10 Launcher (3)

X10 run with C++ back-end switches automatically to PTP 
Parallel Runtime Perspective for better monitoring 
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Debugging (C++ backend)

Extends the Parallel Debugger in the Eclipse Parallel Tools 
Platform (PTP) with support for X10 source level debugging
Breakpoints, stepping, variable views, stack views
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Debugging (C++ backend)

Breakpoints 

Variable View 
Execution controls

(resume, terminate, step into, step 
over, step return)
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Help Part 1: X10 Language Help

Various topics of X10 
language help

Help -> Help Contents
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Help: Part 2: X10DT Help

Various help topics 
for installing, and 

using X10DT

Help -> Help Contents
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Demo
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What’s Next?

We are working on many more features for the IDE:

Editor
Type hierarchy view, Format, Search, Call graph view, Quick fixes

Incremental Parsing

Refactoring
Common refactorings  

e.g., rename, inline method

Advanced concurrency refactoring for X10 (ongoing work)

Refactoring for improved concurrency/performance: extract async, 
loop parallelization

Debugger: Advanced X10-specific views
Activity/finish view

Showing synchronization constraints among activities

Data distribution views

Visualize data distribution across places 
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X10 Tutorial Outline

X10 Programming Model and Overview

X10 Programming Language and Libraries

X10DT Overview and Demo

Lab Session I 

(Lunch)

X10 Application Case Studies

Practical X10 Programming Tips

Summary and Questions

Lab Session II
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Lab Session I

Objectives

Install X10DT or X10 command line tools

Edit HelloWholeWorld.x10 to print your name; run it

Work on parallelizing and then distributing a small 
program

Detailed instructions in lab handouts
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X10 Tutorial Outline

X10 Programming Model and Overview

X10 Programming Language and Libraries

X10DT Overview and Demo

Lab Session I 

(Lunch)

X10 Application Case Studies
KMeans
UTS and Global Load Balancing Framework
SUMMA

Practical X10 Programming Tips

Summary and Questions

Lab Session II
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K-means Clustering

Given:

– a set of points in P = { p
0
, p

1
, ... p

N-1
 } in D-

dimensional space
– Desired number of partitions K < N

– Initial partition centroids C = { c
0
, c

1
, c

2
, ... c

K-1
 }

Calculate:
– Partition S = { S

0
, S

1
, ... S

K-1
 } of P, such that

• Sum of square distances from points in partitions to 
partition centroids is minimized
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The phases of Lloyd's algorithm
for (iter=0; iter<niters; iter++)for (iter=0; iter<niters; iter++)
{{
      nearestv := classify (pointv, clusterv);nearestv := classify (pointv, clusterv);
      clusterv := reaverage (pointv, nearestv);clusterv := reaverage (pointv, nearestv);
}}

“Classify”: 
for each point in P 
  find out which partition
  it belongs to

“Reaverage”: 
  recalculate every partition centroid
  as the gravicenter of all points
       belonging to the partition

The algorithm converges, although not necessarily to global minimum
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Parallel distributed implementation of 
k-means

...
distributed,
read-only

replicated

pointv
0

pointv
1

pointv
N-1

Classify      kernel

...nearestv
0

nearestv
1

nearestv
N-1

distributed

Reaverage        kernel     

clusterv clusterv clustervpartial sums

Allreduce

replicated clusterv clusterv clusterv

clusterv clusterv clusterv

...

...
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KMeans in X10

To the source code…

We will now examine a scalable implementation of KMeans 
in X10 using X10DT to explore the code
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UTS Problem
• Simplified kernel for global 

load balancing
• Problem: Count number of 

nodes in a dynamically 
generated, unbalanced tree.
– Each node described completely 

by 32 bytes – so computation is 
completely relocatable.

– High compute/spawn ratio

• Implementation issue
– Push work or pull work?

• Note: each steal interrupts 
remote worker, so important to 
reduce steals/victim.

– How do you determine when 
there is no more work? 

• Implement distributed term.??

• Key idea: combine stealing 
with dealing to known thieves.
– Now X10 finish can be used to 

detect termination.
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Algorithm
• Initialization: Activity at place 0 

processes root to produce b 
nodes, deal b/P nodes each to P 
places (spawned within a 
finish).

• Each activity p keeps stack of 
nodes. 

• Main loop (while stack is 
nonempty)

– Pop a node, process it 
(determine children, if any, and 
push them onto stack).

– After processing n nodes, 
probe().

– Deal: If lifeline buddy is 
assigned (see below),  deal half 
the stack to it (in an async), and 
reset lifeline.

• {Stack is empty} Try to steal, on 
failure terminate.

• Steal:
– Upto w times, guess a remote place 

q, try to loot half its stack.
– On success push loot onto stack, and 

return to main loop.
– On failure, try to steal half from 

lifeline buddy at place l(p). 
• In case l(p) has no work to share, it 

stores p as its lifeline buddy (see 
Deal).

• Termination: When there is no work 
left to do (all stacks are empty), all 
asyncs terminate, finish is triggered, 
and computation terminates.

• Key: lifeline relation is a 
permutation of cycle length P, e.g. 
l(p) = (p+1) mod P. Ensures that if 
there is enough work, no worker will 
be idle. 

• Key: Use hypercube lifelines.
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Computing Stealing

Dying

Dead

z lifelines activated

Found loot

Found loot

w attempts failed

Being Mugged

Executed n tasks

Few tasks left or 

No thieves left

Transition taken when dealt 
loot received from incoming 
lifeline

Dealing

Transition made when 
mugging attempted. Always 
returns to original state.

Out of work
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Performance Results
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UTS in X10

To the source code…

We will now examine a scalable implementation of UTS in 
X10 using X10DT to explore the code
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X10 Tutorial Outline

X10 Programming Model and Overview

X10 Programming Language and Libraries

X10DT Overview and Demo

Lab Session I 

(Lunch)

X10 Application Case Studies

Practical X10 Programming Tips

Summary and Questions

Lab Session II
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Programmer Resources

x10-lang.org
– Language specification
– Online tutorials
– Programmer’s Guide and Performance Tuning Tips
– FAQ

• Sample X10 programs
– Small examples in X10 distribution and tutorials
– Benchmarks

https://x10.svn.sf.net/svnroot/x10/benchmarks/trunk
– Applications

• ANUChem: 
http://cs.anu.edu.au/~Josh.Milthorpe/x10.html#ANUChem

• Your application here…

https://x10.svn.sf.net/svnroot/x10/benchmarks/trunk
http://cs.anu.edu.au/~Josh.Milthorpe/x10.html
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Best Practices
Functionality first, Performance second

Always develop with checking enabled (-NO_CHECKS only on working code)

Use the right compiler flags (and the right compiler)

Worry about single-place performance first

Get good scaling for a small number of places before attempting larger runs

Scaling to a very large number of places (hundreds or thousands) still requires 
careful usage of X10 language features.

See our HPCC codes in svn benchmarks tree for example

General pattern: SPMD + “active messages” (uncounted asyncs)
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Compiler/Build Options for 
Performance

Performance usually better with x10c++ than with x10c

Use -O
Enables modest optimizations in x10c++

Invokes g++ with -O2 -finline-functions (default -O0)

Use -NO_CHECKS
Array bounds checks moderately expensive in 2.1.x

ant distclean; ant dist -Doptimize=true -DNO_CHECKS=true

x10c++ -O -NO_CHECKS <....rest of command line...>
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Translating X10 to C++

X10 class mapped to C++ class
virtual method is a virtual method 

interface calls 3-4x more expensive than methods

X10 struct mapped to C++ class
no virtual methods, so no header

declared as a Foo, not a Foo*, so no indirection

X10 generics implemented via C++ templates
good performance, but can impact code space and 

compile time
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Garbage Collection in C++

Using BDW conservative GC
allocation cost approx. same as malloc

some allocations will be slow (GC triggered)

no “real” distributed GG
• default: serializing a GlobalRef makes the referenced 

object immortal in its home location
• Mortal interface to override (not made immortal)
• expose capability to explicitly free objects

GC currently not available on AIX or BlueGene
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Misc Other Points on C++

Cross-class inlining
currently mostly relying on post-compiler

many methods generated in .cc files, issue for g++

improved inlining in x10c/x10c++ -O with v2.1.1

Post-compiler can make a big difference 
compile time, code size, overall performance
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Problematic Language Features

atomic

when

future

fine-grained asyncs

array bounds checking

scalability of general distributed finish
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Common Performance Mistakes

Specifying imprecise types on local val's with :
can easily cause type system to discard information 

that can be important for optimization

Dynamic checks (find with -VERBOSE_CALLS)

Capturing “this” by mistake in an at

Use tracing options to identify culprits

Excessive temporary objects (BDWGC != JVM)
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Tips and Tricks

Good tools already available for C++ code, we use them.
eg. valgrind, google perf tools, 

tracing various aspects of lowlevel runtime
X10_TRACE_ALLOC

X10_TRACE_X10RT

X10_TRACE_SER

X10_TRACE_NET

X10_RXTX
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X10 Tutorial Outline

X10 Programming Model and Overview

X10 Programming Language and Libraries

X10DT Overview and Demo

Lab Session I 

(Lunch)

X10 Application Case Studies

Practical X10 Programming Tips

Summary and Questions

Lab Session II
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X10 Project Road Map

Upcoming Releases
– X10 2.1.1 mid-December 2010
– X10 2.1.2 mid-January 2011
– X10 2.2.0 April 2011

• Major release of X10 system, X10DT, and X10 debugger
• Significant emphasis on robustness and performance of 

compiler, tooling, and class libraries, and on general 
usability of the system

– X10 2.3.0 Oct 2011
• Will be backwards compatible with X10 2.2.x, but may 

include additional language features
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X10 Community

Join the X10 community at x10-lang.org!

x10-users mailing list

X10/X10DT releases:
http://x10-lang.org/X10+Releases

Want to hear your experiences and feedback

Also very interested in pointers to X10 applications that can 
be shared with the community (eg ANUChem). 

http://x10-lang.org/X10+Releases
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Questions and Discussion

Questions?

Discussion?

Next up: Lab Session II…
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X10 Tutorial Outline

X10 Programming Model and Overview

X10 Programming Language and Libraries

X10DT Overview and Demo

Lab Session I 

(Lunch)

X10 Application Case Studies

Practical X10 Programming Tips

Summary and Questions

Lab Session II
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Lab Session II

Objectives
– Work on a more substantial X10 coding project of 

interest to you
– Several suggested projects in lab handout, but feel 

free to improvise
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